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ERNEST THURTLE, M.P. AT READING

The following are extracts from the speech to he

delivered by the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry
of Information at Forbury Gardens, Reading, 7 p.m. today:-

We have all "been disappointed - Utterly disappointed - by the way

things have turned out in Libya, but because of our disappointment we

should not make charges and accusations of incompetence against generals
and ethers until we have the facts to justify us.

To behave in this nay is contrary to British conceptions of justice
and fair play and I do not believe this attitude commends itself to our people.

War, as we all know from bitter experience, is a very chancy and

uncertain business.

It is clear iron official statements published that there was a tine

(just after Rommel got to Knight abridge) when the issue of this last

battle of Libya was very uncertain. With luck it night have gone our way.

It didn’t, unfortunately, but undoubtedly there was that possibility
and if it had gone our way and Rommel had been rolled up and his forces

destroyed, we should have heard notlong about the incompetent central

direction of the war, and yet that direction would not have been any

different from what it is at the present time.

It may be there was faulty generalship in Libya, I don’t know, nor,

I think, do any of those who are already pronouncing judgment in such

confident and sweeping fashion.

It is one thing to sit at home and theorise, either in an editorial

chair or elsewhere, about events after they have taken place, but it is

quite another matter always to bo right in your decisions in the heat

and confusion of a vast battle of armoured forces,

He have a tradition that a man is innocent until ho is proved guilty,

I think we night well give our generals the same measure of justice. If

they are proved to have been incompetent got rid of them, but don’t condemn

them until the facts are established.
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